War and law enforcement refer to structures of the political imaginary before they refer to legal norms. In this article, I delineate the basic categories through which this framing of political violence takes place: the aesthetics of war, the subjectivity of the combatant, and the ethos of battle. Together, these elements produce a picture of what war is, what it is about, and what sort of rules should govern it. Today, however, the different elements no longer exist in relationships of mutual support. Political violence is no longer between states with roughly symmetrical capacities to injure each other; violence no longer occurs on a battlefield between masses of uniformed combatants; and those involved no longer seem morally innocent. The drone is both a symbol and a part of the dynamic destruction of what had been a stable imaginative structure. It captures all of these changes: the engagement occurs in a normalized time and space, the enemy is not a state, the target is not innocent, and there is no reciprocity of risk. We can call this situation 'war', but it is no longer clear exactly what that means. The use of drones signals a zone of exception to law that cannot claim the sovereign warrant of war. It represents statecraft as the administration of death. Neither warfare nor law enforcement, this new form of violence is best thought of as the high-tech form of a regime of disappearance. Neither Clausewitz nor Kant, but Machiavelli is our guide in this new war on terror.
to a place that no longer looks like war. Uniformed troops do not confront each other on a defined battlefield with each side executing a strategy under the control of an established hierarchy of command. We do no better if we try to think of this contemporary use of state violence as a form of law enforcement. There is neither judge nor jury; there is no legal process prior to the application of force. Without a third category, we borrow in an ad hoc manner: sometimes the target appears as the enemy, sometimes as the criminal.
Representative of contemporary developments in the technology of warfare is the drone, increasingly the weapon of choice in the war on terror. Technologically, the drone is an incremental change, for we have long had the ability to deliver weapons from stand-off platforms and to gather intelligence electronically. The drone does these things better, combining accurate targeting capability with real-time intelligence. Its supporters argue that it targets with minimal collateral damage, making it particularly useful in urban and residential areas. For many, the drone promises to be the technological 'game changer' that can produce an insurmountable, asymmetrical advantage: the capacity to kill literally anywhere and at any time without exposure to risk. 2 This new, high-tech weaponry disrupts our traditional expectations about warfare in at least three dimensions. First, gone are long-established ideas about the place or time of combat. Secondly, gone is the traditional idea of the combatant. The drone targets a particular individual. He is targeted for what he has done or is planning to do, not for his status as a member of an organized military. He may be targeted while engaging in the most ordinary activities of private life; the drone is opportunistic, waiting for the 'right moment'. A person treated in this way is the object of a decision to eliminate him. Thirdly, gone is an idea of combat as reciprocal risk. The drone is the technological equivalent of the assassin; it does the assassin's work but without the risk of personal presence. 3 The drone operator kills, but is so removed from battle that he is unlikely even to think of himself as a combatant. He may work a desk job in an office building in an American suburb. This does not necessarily mean that he fails to exercise due care. 4 Careful as he may be, we are not certain how to understand what it is that he is doing. Is he killing an enemy or executing a criminal? 2 CIA Director Leon Panetta has described the drone as 'the only game in town'. Cited in Vogel, 'Drone Warfare and the Law of Armed Conflict', 39 Denver J Int'l L & Policy (2011) 101, at 104. 3 If the drone operates in place of the assassin, it is worth remembering that assassination has had a troubled political and legal history. In the law of armed conflict, assassination has often been considered 'treacherous', bringing it under the prohibition of the Hague Convention IV: Convention Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land (Hague IV), Annex, Art. 23(b), 18 Oct. 1907. The US has operated under an executive order prohibiting assassination since 1976: Exec. Order No. 11,905, para. 5(g), 3 CFR 90 (1977) followed by Exec. Order No. 12,333, para. 2.11, 3 CFR 200 (1981) . In an address to the American Society of International Law, Harold Koh, State Department Legal Advisor, specifically denied the charge that American targeting policy amounted to 'assassinations': Koh, Legal Adviser, US Dep't of State, Keynote Speech at the Annual Meeting of the American Society of International Law, 'The Obama Administration and International Law' (24 Mar. 2010), available at: www.state.gov/s/l/releases/remarks/139119.htm.
Cumulatively, these three categories of disturbance canvas the basic elements of the political imaginary of warfare. Borrowing from Kant, we can call the first category the 'aesthetics' of warfare: the spatial and temporal frame of the experience. We can call the second the subjectivity of the combatant: is the combatant an individual or a corporate subject? Finally, we can call the third category the internal morality of combat. Traditionally, combat established a relationship of reciprocal risk -killing was linked to a willingness to be killed. Does the combatant's privilege of killing without legal liability depend upon some such reciprocity?
At issue in these three categories are the where and when, the who, and the ethos of political violence. These categories served to locate us in a common world of meaning. 5 Responding to these categories in one way located us in a world of warfare; answering them in another way located us in a world of law enforcement. While each has been its own world, that may no longer be true of contemporary conflicts. One consequence is that we do not know what body of law to apply: international humanitarian law (IHL) or criminal procedure.
Each of these dimensions -the aesthetics, subjectivity, and ethos of combat -must be investigated. That is a large task that can only be sketched out here. The problem we confront is not the absence of norms with respect to violence, but rather a surfeit of norms that are not well ordered with respect to each other. There is not one right way to kill and be killed for the sake of political ends. Elsewhere and at other times practices have been different. We can only proceed by examining our own political imaginary as it constructs an image of the ends and means of responding to violence.
The Modern Frame of Political Violence
Criminal or enemy have literally made a world of difference. Entire bodies of law, substantive and procedural, turn on this distinction. More importantly, our understanding of ourselves -who we are and what we are doing -continues to turn on it. 6 Are we defending the state or enforcing the law? Are we killing the enemy or punishing the criminal? Despite the importance of the distinction, there is no formal checklist or single characteristic by which we can determine whether the object of our violence is the criminal or the enemy. We are long past the time when the declaration of war might have marked the difference. 7 We cannot even confidently rely on the presence of the military -our own or that of another state -to tell us that we confront the enemy. 8 Especially in a democracy, the question is one of perception: do we see a criminal act or an act of war? Before there is legal distinction, there is an act of the imagination.
Getting this distinction right, then, has less to do with law than with popular perception. The distinction rests on a political decision -some might say the political decision. 9 A government that sees criminals where the populace sees the enemy will be judged ineffective or weak. A government that sees enemies where the populace sees criminals will be judged illegitimate or authoritarian. Governments, of course, are not merely passive in this regard. They try to shape public opinion, but they do not control it.
Criminal and enemy amount to different, even opposing, ways of ordering elements within what Clifford Geertz called 'webs of significance'. 10 Those elements range across the three categories of aesthetics, subjectivity, and ethos. All of these factors are related to each other through habits of thought and perception. Thus, a change in any one factor can lead to a different weighting of the others. Moreover, all of them are contestable, for we deal here with matters of interpretation. Change is to be expected: where we once saw an enemy, we may come to see a criminal -and vice versa.
Max Weber can help us to begin to frame the inquiry as one that juxtaposes law against sovereignty, which will in turn provide the broad foundation for the distinction of the criminal from the enemy. Weber famously defined the state as a community that successfully claims a monopoly on the legitimate use of violence within a territorial jurisdiction. 11 His definition drew on several centuries of imaginative political framing, beginning with Hobbes's idea of exit from the state of nature. The state of nature is precisely the situation in which there is no successful monopoly on violence. Without a monopoly on violence, individuals and groups may be stronger or weaker, they may win or lose over some period of time, but they constantly confront explicit and implicit threats of violence from others.
Hobbes believed that the emergence of the polity is made possible by the concession to the sovereign of a monopoly on legitimate violence. This concession is the function of the social contract, which marks the end of the state of nature and the origin of the state. Different social contract theorists have written different terms into this contract. Theorists take different views on the nature of the sovereign -one or many -and of the specification of citizens' rights and responsibilities. With respect to violence, however, the operative contract is always the same: every legitimate use of violence must be grounded, directly or indirectly, in the sovereign. Private militias, answering only to the leadership of a political faction, have no part in this tradition. War is a sovereign decision. Similarly, private revenge must give way to law enforcement. The sovereign claims the power to decide on defence (war) and punishment (law).
The ideal contents of the social contract, whatever they may be, do not tell us who the parties are to the contract. The contract does not define its own reach. Weber, accordingly, links the idea of legitimacy to a territorial claim: a state has a monopoly on violence within a bordered territory. Some sort of border must precede the contract because, without borders, we would not know to whom the contract applies. Recognizing a border simultaneously introduces an idea of plurality: the state is always one among many. The ethos of the border is always potentially that of the state of nature, for it is here, where communities meet, that the social contract has no force. Hobbes is, accordingly, the philosopher of internal order as well as the founder of the realist school of international relations. The sovereign function is necessarily, i.e., structurally, both law and war.
Political identity, on this view, is simultaneously normative (the social contract) and territorial (the border). The normative perspective, which speaks with the universality of law, must be linked to an existential perspective, which speaks of facts. The terms of the social contract are worked out in the abstract, but the border is explained only by a narrative. Liberal theory has largely been a succession of attempts to work out the former. The goal is to produce an ideal type -the social contract -which is to be the measure of legitimate political authority anywhere. 12 This ambition for universality continues today in the project of human rights law, which also knows no borders. It imagines a social contract for mankind. The territorial claim of the state is just the opposite: there is no abstract account of the border. There is only a particular narrative that relates this community to this space. Here, the model is not Hobbes's theorizing, but God's grant of the territory of Israel to the descendants of Abraham. Every state combines both the universal and the particular, norms and narrative.
The narrative is often an account of how the border has been wrested from other contestants; it always includes a sub-narrative of defence of the border against threats. The border is represented as coming into being through sacrificial acts; it is never just a matter of geography. There was no world conference at which geographical territories were assigned through a neutral process. There is no abstract drawing of borders according to some principle of justice. The border has the same necessity about it as a person's own life: there is nothing abstract about this necessity. Finding myself in one family rather than another is not a matter of justice, but neither is it a merely arbitrary fact about me. The border literally proclaims the existence of the community as a quantum of power. This community will exert itself -it will defend itself -within this space. Thus, states attach immense significance even to unproductive or empty land. A state that will no longer assert power to defend its borders is unlikely to continue as a state. If it were wholly indifferent to the distinction between itself and other states, we would suspect some sort of political pathology -for example, the border as a remnant of a dying or dead colonial regime.
When we put these two foundational claims together -the abstraction of the social contract and the narrative of the border -we have gone a long way towards capturing the basic structure of the social imaginary of the modern state. 13 On the one hand, the state's internal normative order is to be a product of reason. 14 On the other hand, every state makes an existential claim that has nothing to do with reason. The state's existence is not a matter of science, but of political will. The first claim is captured by the idea of the rule of law; the second by the idea of sovereignty. Justice does not bring a political community into being. Justice alone will not defend the state. The state is a product of reason and will, of law and sovereignty.
Both of these aspects of the modern state challenged earlier understandings of the nature of the polity. The social contract tradition challenged a political theology that located the normative grounds of the polity in revelation, not reason. Legitimate political authority had to be continuous with religious authority. There were many different ways of negotiating the relationship between state and church, but the end was to bring both within a single theological understanding of God's relationship to His created world. 15 Similarly, the geography of the modern state displaced a sacral idea of the King's body. 16 The relevant geography had been proximity to the King -thus, the importance of ritual around the body of the monarch.
The shift to geography from a form of Christology signified a reconstruction of the nature of the community just as significant as the shift from revelation to reason. Map and constitution become the visible texts of the modern political community. The two shifts were obviously deeply related, but not quite the same. Hobbes led the way in the shift from revelation to reason, but he still imagined the sovereign as the king. Hobbesian geography is famously represented in the cover picture of The Leviathan. By the time we get to the French Revolution, we find that mapping the state is as import ant a project as drafting a constitution. 17 Both map and constitution are representa tions.
When we ask what they represent, the answer in both cases is the popular sovereign. This relationship of representation to identity provides the fundamental structure of the modern political imagination.
Unless we keep both dimensions -representation and identity -of the modern state in mind, we will be at a loss to understand its deeply paradoxical character. The state promised individual well-being under the rule of law, but it also made a total claim on the lives and property within its jurisdiction. The Hobbesian sovereign ended one state of nature only to establish another. The war of individuals ended, while that of states began. It is not at all clear which should be thought of as the more dangerous condition: to be murdered in the state of nature or to die for one's country. The state was simultaneously the vehicle for peace and war, for life and death. The logic of law pointed to individual well-being as the ground of legitimacy, while sovereign presence depended upon citizens being willing to kill and be killed. The modern state has been this curious combination of well-being and sacrifice. We hear echoes of this duality today when the American war on terror is simultaneously criticized for its failure to comply with law and for its failure to call on the entire population to share in sacrifice.
The political imagination in the modern state continually negotiates these basic categories of law and sovereignty. 18 The double character of the state as both an inward order and an outward threat is seen in the multiple pairings of our basic political concepts: peace and war, well-being and sacrifice. Carl Schmitt was standing within this tradition when he identified the friend/enemy distinction as the defining political conception. 19 That pairing, however, is no more basic than any of the others, including criminal and enemy.
The distinction of criminal and enemy is readily available to the popular imagination, deeply rooted in the theory of the modern state, and operates as an organizing principle of institutions and actions. Intuitively, we know that law enforcement and war are not the same. Organizationally, we distinguish the police from the military. Legally, we distinguish the criminal from the enemy. The organizing thought behind the distinction is that criminals are to be punished for their violation of law, while enemies are to be killed as threats to the sovereign.
The enemy can be killed even when he is literally doing nothing at all. If he is killed, that act is hardly 'capital punishment'. When he does act, destroying persons and property, he ordinarily breaks no law. 20 Even when he is taken prisoner, he is detained, not punished. The criminal, on the other hand, is to be punished for what he has actually done, and, for the most part, he is not to be killed. Rehabilitation is an appropriate goal for the criminal, but not the enemy. The criminal is protected by a web of legal procedures that do not extend to the enemy, who may be killed or captured. 21 These procedures, by extending rights, recognize the personhood of the criminal. 22 The criminal can demand of the state that it justify its actions against him. That, after all, is the meaning of the most basic right to habeas corpus. The enemy, on the other hand, is fundamentally not a person at law. His status determines all that we need to know of him. He is figuratively, if not literally, outside the jurisdiction. The courts are 18 See P.W. Kahn, Sacred Violence: Torture, Terror, and Sovereignty (2008), at ch. 5. 19 Schmitt, supra note 9. 20 International humanitarian law (IHL) seeks to limit the effects of armed conflict by protecting certain classes of persons and restricting the means and methods of warfare. But the very formulation of these restrictions accepts the destructive character of war. 21 Of course, the enemy can become a criminal as well, in which case legal rights do extend to him. 22 Arendt made this point with respect to the political advantage of the criminal over the stateless refugee in Europe before World War II: H. Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism (1994) (1951), at 286 ('[s]ince [the stateless person] was the anomaly for whom the general law did not provide, it was better for him to become an anomaly for which it did provide, that of the criminal. The best criterion by which to decide whether someone has been forced outside the pale of the law is to ask if he would benefit by committing a crime. . . . As a criminal even a stateless person will not be treated worse than any other criminal, that is, he will be treated like everybody else. Only as an offender against the law can he gain protection from it'). Getting this distinction of criminal from enemy right may or may not bear on the safety of the state, but it is critical to the imagination of the state. Disagreement over the identity of the enemy is as basic a political disagreement as there can be. A state that imagines enemies within has fractured into civil war. Conversely, a state that no longer makes use of the category enemy, but only that of criminal, may no longer occupy the modern category of a nation-state. A world without enemies would be one without an effective conception of sovereignty. In such a world, international criminal courts and mechanisms of law enforcement would step into the place of national armies. A world without criminals, on the other hand, would be Hobbes's state of nature in which everyone is potentially an enemy.
Criminal and enemy both destroy property and life. The meaning of the destructive act, however, depends on how we perceive it. The achievement of the modern nationstate was to separate law from sovereignty such that there could emerge a stable distinction of criminals from enemies. The enemy threatens the sovereign; the criminal violates the law. Before the modern era, the distinction tended to collapse in the direction of enemies. Violation of the king's law had the taint of treason and, more deeply still, of heresy. The spectacle of the scaffold -the visible deployment of the king's violence -was as much defeat of the enemy as punishment of the criminal. Pain produced confession, which was a form of surrender. 24 We still hear religious resonances in the term 'surrender.' In our increasingly post-modern era, the pressure toward collapse is in the other direction: enemies become criminals. Today, many believe that wars are to end with trials, and warfare should be permitted only as an extension of law enforcement.
This recent imaginative shift from enemies to criminals fits within a vision of the development of public international law as a project seeking the juridification of international relations more generally. This project moved from a late nineteenth-century idea of peace through law (states would be bound to each other through a legal regime of commerce and communication) 25 to a mid-20th century idea of peace as a requirement of law (a legal prohibition on state use of force), 26 to a late 20th century idea of individual accountability under a global legal regime (criminal prosecution of political leaders who deploy force). 27 from the League to the Charter to the International Criminal Court as a single story of the progressive realization of a global legal order in which the idea of an enemy who is not a criminal ultimately has no place. In the United States, however, these ideas have yet to figure significantly in the political imagination, except to be viewed with extreme suspicion. 28 There has been little support for the effort to subject the Guantanamo detainees to criminal trials, little support for normalizing their detention within the US prison system, and little political support for the extension of habeas corpus jurisdiction to Guantanamo -despite the Supreme Court's repeated decisions. 29 Similarly, there has been little political support for joining the International Criminal Court, and virtually no support for assertions of universal, criminal jurisdiction. There remains a deep belief that there are enemies and a deep fear of attack. Sovereignty, in short, remains a vibrant concept.
That Americans continue to hold on to the distinction of enemies from criminals does not mean that the categories are easy to apply or uncontested. Just the opposite. Violent acts do not come with labels. Much of the contentious character of the 'war on terror' is a consequence of this difficulty of categorization: enemy or criminal? The idea of the enemy remains, but the concept is difficult to apply when war is no longer between organized state militaries. Our controversies over the use of drones arise out of this difficulty: are they a weapon of war or an instrument of law enforcement? 30
The Aesthetics of War
In Schmitt's terms, war is the exception. 31 This has nothing to do with the frequency or length of wars, but with the frame of understanding. War is declared; it is a political act spoken in the sovereign voice. War is never a judicial conclusion founded on a claim of right. The converse point holds as well: a court cannot enjoin a turn to arms. Justice Brewer famously observed that 'it would savor somewhat of the puerile and ridiculous to have read a writ of injunction to Lee's army during the late Civil War'. 32 Brewer continued with a well-known quotation from Cicero: 'inter arma enim silent leges'. We need not go that far to recognize that the ordinary rule of law no longer applies under 28 The concern over 'lawfare' (i.e., subjugating warfare to international law) is one expression of this sus- conditions of war. The state can conscript without compensation and it can destroy without due process. Conscription is not slavery, and destruction is not taking.
Criminal or enemy marks, then, a distinction between law and exception. The sovereign decision tells us which side we are on. In an era of popular sovereignty, that decision is not a function of any one individual's declaration, but of a shared perception. The people decide for the criminal or enemy when they imagine the political world one way rather than another. This is neither the conclusion of an argument, nor an arbitrary act. It is a way of making sense of experience, beginning with a distinctive imagination of time and space.
A Space: Territory or Property?
The modern state occupies two different geographical regimes: territory and property. From an external point of view, the state is a bordered territory. One is either inside or outside the border. Internally, the geographical regime is that of property. Property moves according to law: we trace title. For every geographical area within the border we can identify an owner. The state itself can be another property owner. Its property claims are subject to the same legal rules of specification, transfer, and ownership. The state may have a legal right to take ownership, but it must pay just compensation and follow due process. A property regime is precisely a way of avoiding violent contestation: conflicts over property are resolved by adjudication.
The map of the territory is not that of the tax assessor. It does not register distinctions of ownership. Modern borders are not determined by tracing title of ownership of a ruling family. A property owner has no right to secede, even if his geographical claim is very large. 33 War between states is a relationship between territorial regimes, not between property owners. Similarly, when a terrorist attacks a building, it is not the ownership interest that matters, but the manner in which the target is both a part of, and stands for, the territory. If we see the attack only through the lens of ownership, it is a crime. 34 These categories are quite stable, at least in American life. The citizen can be asked to sacrifice for national territory, not for property entitlements. Even a substantial 33 He may not even have a right 'to defend' his property from transgression. 34 Much of international humanitarian law has been an effort to negotiate the relationship between these two different geographical regimes: what property claims must a belligerent respect? Under IHL, property is generally protected under a regime of necessity rather than one of private right and market value: violation of property does not make an enemy out of the criminal. Prosecuting someone for property destruction under domestic law ordinarily excludes the possibility of imagining him as the enemy. Indeed, we lack the category of a 'political crime'. Similarly, the figure of the enemy is constructed from a particular perspective on territory: the enemy penetrates the border. This transgression makes someone an enemy, even if he does relatively little damage and regardless of whether he damages public or private property. 35 Territory, unlike property, is not subject to a comparative valuation. 36 Borders represent the integrity of the state. Borders in the pre-modern regime tended to be frontiers, where authority was unclear and contested. 37 If the geography that mattered was that of the King's body, then enemies could appear from anywhere and occupy any place. Their threat was literally to him. In the modern state, there is no singular act of killing that signifies the death of the sovereign. To eliminate the modern state means to erase its borders. Thus, wars begin with a border penetration; they end when the enemy is driven back across the border.
The border has become a geographical representation of national existence. It signifies more than a traditional homeland for an ethnically or religiously defined group. Indeed, claims for an ethnic homeland have an archaic sense about them. They represent a failure of a regime of popular sovereignty to realize an autochthonous political presence. This is often characterized as a failure of law: an ethnic minority might be denied rights, including property rights. More importantly, however, there is a failure in the existential dimension: to link territory and ethnicity is to exclude others within the border from the popular sovereign. They can, in that case, be imagined as the enemy, which can lead to policies of ethnic cleansing. As the enemy, they are to be driven across the border. Because the failure is existential, the effort to 'cure' the problem by the extension of legal rights may not succeed -at least not without significant third party intervention. 38 The modern configuration of an autochthonous, territorial politics of sovereignty begins in the revolutions of the 18th century. Revolutionaries proclaim universal rights, but, as the French Declaration of the Rights of Man tellingly expressed it, they are 'rights of man and of the citizen'. 39 The universal is, thereby, linked to a particular space. Whatever their dreams of universality, revolutions have not generally achieved solidarity across borders. Rather, they produce a symbolic investment in borders. Revolutionary regimes set about mapping the state. 40 This modern connection of 35 The problem of the illegal alien is complicated in just this way: his transgression of the border can lend him the character of the enemy. 36 One way to think about the Israeli problem of the settlements is that the state has created property rights before it has established territory. Palestinians, who contest the territorial claim, are not likely to be moved by property claims no matter how much value the owners place on their homes. 37 See S. Ellis and R. Esser (eds), Introduction to Frontiers and the Writing of History, 1500-1850 (2006) . 38 The political contestation over the Muslim presence in Europe today is following along these lines, placing legal and existential claims in tension with one another. 39 The same point is implied in the American Declaration of Independence when it states, 'We hold these truths to be self-evident'. The truths may be universal, but the We is the nation. 40 George Washington was trained as a surveyor. The French revolutionaries also empowered the geographers. See Adler, supra note 17. borders to popular sovereignty reached its fullest expression in the post-war decolonization movement. Uti possidetis was the governing territorial principle, even though colonial borders failed to map preexisting ethnic communities. Nationhood could follow upon statehood, because the popular sovereign brought itself into being by its revolutionary act of self-expression. This actor, the popular sovereign, has become everyone living within the border. 41 That moment of self-creation changes the meaning of the colonial border from historically contingent to politically necessary. The border now marks a kind of sacred space, for here the popular sovereign revealed, and thus created, itself. 42 This is the territorial regime enshrined in the UN Charter. Every state has the right to defend itself against armed attack. 43 An attack is imagined as a cross-border penetration. The Charter text contains no suggestion that a cross-border penetration is any less of an attack if it is done for humanitarian reasons -unless pursuant to Security Council action. Self-defence is not about justice, but about protecting the political space of sovereignty. If it is the case that we are entering an era in which sovereignty is an outdated notion, or in which it is conditioned on the justice of a regime, then we should expect to see a reduction in the symbolic power of the border. Europe is just such an example: the citizens of the EU cannot be enemies of each other for they have the right freely to cross borders. 44 A global regime in which all borders could be freely crossed would be one in which the concept of the enemy no longer figured. Territory would give way to property and the enemy to the criminal.
The border, accordingly, gives us a geographical representation of the enemy: the enemy transgresses the border. Claims that borders are not just or that they are the product of a history of power do not make the enemy less of an enemy. Under the Charter regime, borders are imagined as forever, because a world of perfectly respected borders would be one that '[saves] succeeding generations from the scourge of war'. It follows that no state can shift its borders -annexe territory -through the use of force, regardless of how just the change might be. For the same reason, the Charter regime has dealt much more awkwardly with claims of secession and civil war, viewing them within the paradigm of third party -i.e., cross-border -effects. 45 The logic I have traced has predictable political consequences. A cross-border threat, regardless of how limited, motivates an extreme response. The United States has been in a frenzy of border protection since the penetration of 9/11. Conversely, the enemy must be linked to a threat of border penetration. Thus, President Bush had to claim that Iraq had weapons of mass destruction capable of reaching the United States. Short of that, how could Iraqis be the enemy? That Iraqis are behaving badly 41 More precisely, this is the ideal implicit in a modern territorial regime of popular sovereignty. Exceptions -starting with American slavery -are frequent, but are generally seen as pathologies in need of reform. 42 There is an accompanying doctrine of 'abjection' as the colonialists are expelled across the border. 43 toward each other is not a ground for Americans to sacrifice themselves. 46 They might be criminals, but they would not be enemies.
Of course, the enemy is not always met at the border. Nevertheless, every identification of the enemy must be built on the idea of penetration. We construct a chain of causality that ends at the border. Thus, we hear repeatedly that this threat of penetration justifies our presence in Afghanistan: better there than here. Timothy McVeigh is not the enemy, but a criminal. He crossed no border. The terrorist seems equally well attuned to the symbolic geography of the modern nation-state. Thus, the fascination with the aeroplane as the vehicle of delivery, despite multiple alternatives. Many of those alternatives might be easier to use given the substantial investment in airline security, but none better symbolizes penetration.
B Time: Linear or Cyclical?
Property sets geography within a temporal frame of law: one property claim derives from another through a chain of ownership. Territory sets geography within a different temporal frame: a narrative of state creation and defence. Together, these present the dual temporality of the modern state -the progress of law and the presence of sovereignty.
A legal claim is always bound to a past act. 47 A law must have been passed; a precedent must have been decided. Legal argument explains what the law is by interpreting these authoritative, past acts. This does not mean that there is never any place under law for an all-things-considered judgement about what would be best under the circumstances -a discretionary judgement. It does mean that the legal aspects of that decision lie elsewhere -for example, in the grant of authority to a decision-maker, the specification of factors to be considered, the reach of jurisdiction, or the process of review. Moral decisions may be temporally unbound; legal decisions are not. A crime is not necessarily a morally bad act; it is a violation of an already established law. 48 The American idea of the rule of law offers a continuous past up to a singular point of discontinuity, which is the Constitution. 49 Asking about the legality of the Constitution itself would be a category mistake, for it rests directly on the exceptional, constitutive power of the sovereign people. It is what Kelsen referred to as a 'Grundnorm'. 50 At that point, the sovereign people will reappear. Within this temporal span, punctuated by discontinuous appearances of the popular sovereign, the law 'unfolds'. 51 Legal continuity, accordingly, sits within a larger temporal narrative that is not continuous but cyclical: the periodic reappearance of the popular sovereign. This distinction is a modern replay of a far older relationship of profane to sacred time. 52 The popular sovereign is not constrained by a before: its appearance always marks a possible, new beginning. This lack of constraint is imagined to work in a double sense. First, the appearance of the popular sovereign is not determined by any causes: we cannot anticipate the event or events that will bring forth the people. The popular sovereign is imagined as entirely free, which means that revolution is always unpredictable. 53 Secondly, the popular sovereign acts with the same authority whenever it appears; it acts outside any legal limits. Outside causal sequence and legal limits, the popular sovereign knows only one temporal mode: the present. Whenever it appears, it is fully vested in the present. Whenever the popular sovereign appears, there is a displacement of the finite individual. This has nothing to do with majoritarianism, as if popular sovereignty were a voting rule. Rather, it is a way of seeing the state whole in a reified subject. There is a direct line of identity from the sacrifices of the Revolutionary War, to those of the Civil War, to those of the 20th-century battlefields, and finally to 'Ground Zero'. These sacrificial events are memorialized; they are remembered as points at which the finite gave way to the transcendent. The memorial is 'for all time'.
If law is founded on sacrifice, then law cannot account for its own origin. For that, we need a narrative of foundations that remains constant through time, even as people and laws change. That narrative speaks of sacrifice as making present the popular sovereign. Those against whom sacrifice is required are always the enemy, not the criminal. Thus, we do not get to the enemy simply by increasing the degree of damage or threat. 55 We get there when we respond to a threat by accepting the possibility of sacrifice. The sovereign calls forth the enemy. A war that cannot fit within this narrative of sovereign presence is one in which citizens 'sacrificed in vain', which means they did not sacrifice at all. 56 Instead of heroes, they were victims.
This account of sovereign presence revealing itself in cyclical time clarifies a number of characteristics of the enemy. First, we cannot identify the enemy by law. The enemy appears only when we stand within the exception of sovereign presence. Secondly, the enemy has no before or after. The enemy has the same temporal character as the sovereign. Once the temporal period of exception ends, we can no longer perceive the enemy. Thus, enemies can become friends -and in relatively short order. At that point, we can no longer imagine how it was that we were killing each other. Americans know this in the rapid change of attitudes toward Germany and Japan after World War II. Thirdly, just as there is a transtemporal identification of the sacrificial citizen with the popular sovereign, there is a reciprocal transtemporal identification of the enemy: they are all the same. 57 In the face of a perceived existential threat, all particularity disappears. 58 Fourthly, and more speculatively, one has to wonder whether the eschatological threat of mutual assured destruction is not somehow rooted in this idea of sacred time. The completely free act can be represented as the wholeness of a new beginning or the absolute character of an apocalyptic end. The idea of the end of history has the same double sense of tragedy and promise that characterizes every act of sacrifice.
The terrorist attacks of 9/11 easily fit within this democratic, political aesthetic of space and time. There was penetration of the border, which wrenched citizens out of the ordinary temporality of law. Those who died were not murdered, but sacrificed. Not surprisingly, we heard countless narratives of these citizens giving their lives freely: they called home; they announced their love to family members; they jumped. Similarly, we imagine first responders as taking up the burden of sacrifice. We construct the event not as one of passive victimization but as a free act of sacrifice. Especially symbolic of this transformation were the passengers on United Flight 93, who are effectively conscripted into the war on terror. The ubiquity and timelessness of the popular sovereign is acted out at that moment. Their plane becomes the extraordinary space of battle, as they reenact the founding, sacrificial myth of the state: from this violent act of killing and being killed will come a 'new birth of freedom'. At that point, we imagine the enemy, not the criminal. These new sites of sacrifice will be memorialized, just as battlefields have been memorialized. Those memorials record the breaking into ordinary time of the exception; they record sacrifice as the presence of the popular sovereign.
The Subject: Corporate or Individual?
Complementing the spatial and temporal aesthetic of war is an idea of the subject. Who is it that can kill and be killed outside the ordinary norms of law? International humanitarian law speaks of the combatant's privilege, as if it were a matter of extending certain rights to an individual who meets a list of formal qualifications. 59 This gives us only a negative view of what is at stake: the combatant's privilege protects the individual from legal prosecution for the injury he causes. The celebration of the combatant is not, however, grounded in his legal immunities. Rather, immunity is a formal reflection of a positive quality: the combatant has about him something of the quality of the sacred. His acts are not entirely his own. They generate awe and respect incommensurate with law, the domain of which is the ordinary and everyday. The very point of law is to normalize, which is why sacrifice is always beyond law.
The combatant is not individually responsible for his actions because those acts are no more his than ours. Legally, we construct this as a matter of role and command hierarchy: his role is to follow orders, except under extraordinary circumstances. 60 For this reason, responsibility lies at the top of a chain of command. Classically, the chain was followed all the way to the point at which legal responsibility ends: the head of state who spoke in the sovereign voice. The legal mind railed against the paradox that came from linking the superior orders defence to head of state immunity. The paradox, however, was well founded; just as the combatant's acts cannot be grasped as his alone, the actions of the head of state are not his alone. Behind the paradox is an intuition that warfare is a conflict between corporate subjects, inaccessible to ordinary ideas of individual responsibility, whether of soldier or commander. The moral accounting for war was the suffering of the nation itself -not a subsequent legal response to individual actors.
The citizen combatant acts not just under the legal authority of the state or as a representative of the state. This would be equally true of a mercenary. That legal conception fails to capture the citizen's political identity. We need, in addition, to recognize a corporate form of personhood. At war, states confront each other as historical actors. They are the victors and losers; their history is being written. Warfare is the suffering of the sovereign body. That is what is at stake when we imagine the killing of war as sacrifice.
The relationship here is neither that of means to end, nor of part to whole, but of microcosm to macrocosm. The individual is not just a representation of the whole, but instantiates the whole. Through him, we see the nation as a single corporate subject. This does not make an individual's death less tragic or killing less horrendous for those who love this person. That, however, is not where its political meaning lies. The citizen combatant's death is always a sacrifice. Dying for the state is not a negation, but an affirmation. To return to theological language, it is 'life through death' -the life of the nation.
Corporate identity has informed both sides in war between modern states. The enemy is not killed as an individual. He remains the enemy even if he has done nothing wrong -indeed, even if he disagrees with the policies of his government. Friends can become enemies because the category has nothing to do with personal subjectivity. The enemy is always faceless because we do not care about his personal history any more than we care about his hopes for the future. Once there is a return to the normal, one-time enemies can come to see each other as uniquely bound to each other; they have shared an extraordinary experience. We see this today in the gatherings of veterans from both sides of World War II. Nothing need be forgiven, for despite the killing and destruction no one did anything wrong. In some deep sense, no one did anything at all.
The corporate character of the popular sovereign stands opposed to the individualism of the rule of law, which rejects all guilt by association. Neither, however, is corporate character adequately captured by speaking of the 'status' of the combatant. Status is a way of distinguishing combatants from non-combatants, not a way of capturing the nature of political identity at stake in the idea of the enemy. The former certainly has legal importance, but it does not exhaust the political meaning at stake in the relationship of citizen to popular sovereign.
The popular sovereign is the direct successor to the mystical corpus of the sacral monarch. The metaphysics here is Christological -the mystical body of the Church is the paradigm -but the phenomenon has broader roots. 61 The erotic character of the political community is expressed in this notion of corporate identity. 62 In and through the popular sovereign, we are one with those who came before and those who will come after. Corporate identity lies behind the sense of intergenerational responsibility that informs much of our political ethos: the nation is responsible for its past wrongs just as it is responsible to those not yet living.
Contemporary theorists are likely to dismiss the idea of the corporate subject as merely psychological -a matter of emotion rather than reason. That dismissal, however, no less indulges a metaphysical assumption: one of individual subjectivity. When we look at the history of our politics, as well as of our faith, it is not clear why we should prefer that metaphysical assumption over the competing idea of corporate subjectivity. In truth, both ideas occupy the political imaginary, giving us a politics that embraces both the rule of law and popular sovereignty. We cannot stand outside this 61 experience and declare one claim to be true and the other false. We make judgements about who we are and how to regard others from within our political practices and beliefs. 63 Distinguishing criminals from enemies is one such judgement: the criminal is always an individual; the enemy is not. Keeping these competing forms of subjectivity in a stable relationship with each other is an endless task of managing the political imagination. In war, whenever the individual breaks into our imaginative field, we find ourselves deeply uncertain about what to do or how to judge acts of killing and being killed. Every war spawns stories of the outbreak of personal camaraderie between enemies, as they momentarily recognize that they have much in common and 'no reason' to kill each other. 64 They have become individual subjects in a world that only appears to the corporate subject. If this attitude persists, the war is over, for the exception has passed. At the other end, corporate personhood is policed by the idea of war crimes. These acts are not attributable to the sovereign body, but only to the individual. 65 To the degree that we have trouble seeing such acts as those of the individual, we will have trouble actually deploying criminal law against the alleged offender.
This imaginative figure of corporate personhood helps to explain the extraordinary character of modern warfare. Popular sovereignty unleashes a seemingly limitless potential for mass violence by making every citizen of equal moment within the corporate body. Any citizen can pick up arms and claim to act as the sovereign. He needs no legal warrant. Government may make no better claim to speak in the sovereign voice than the lone resistor. Out of this arises the informal warfare of the partisan and the guerilla. This is the heroic side of the radical egalitarianism of sovereign violence. A similar, but less heroic, account can be given of weapons of mass destruction, which are a kind of objectification of corporate personhood. To defeat the popular sovereign, one has to eliminate the possibility of the sovereign claim arising anywhere. There are, however, no limits to where it can arise. It is no longer enough to cut off the king's head -or any other. Warfare can become a project of national elimination. Modernity has been the age of liberalism and nuclear weapons.
Whatever else modernity produced, it brought about an extraordinary willingness to kill and be killed. There was an almost unfathomable carelessness with lives. This occurred in the same states that were building legal regimes of social welfare. We simply cannot understand this within any calculation of individual well-being. We can describe it as inefficient and unjust, but still it exists. To understand the existential character of the modern state, we need a political theology of popular sovereignty as corporate agency. 66 Everything we know about political violence in the era of popular sovereignty tells us that it is not easily contained by law -domestic or international. No one gets a pass from revolution or war. Indeed, the fundamental distinction in IHL between combatants and non-combatants has a deeply problematic relationship to the corporate character of popular sovereignty. That distinction is quite inconsistent with the revolutionary tradition of modernity. It is also quite inconsistent with the way in which citizens understand the stakes of modern warfare. When Churchill spoke of meeting the invader 'in the fields and in the streets', he was not directing his remarks to uniformed combatants. Can the American people imagine a moment of surrender? Is not that imagined resistance what a policy of mutual assured destruction rests upon?
Predictably, the IHL project broke down in the face of both the threat of weapons of mass destruction between the superpowers and the tactics of terrorism in the wars of decolonization. These, however, have been exactly the characteristic forms of warfare of the post-World War II era. Both expose IHL as a project with uncertain democratic roots. It would oppose a law of individual responsibility to a corporate political phenomenon. This problem continues, for the contemporary terrorist attack is a political spectacle of the corporate body. There is nothing personal, nothing about the individual subject, in the choice of target. The message conveyed is that political identity alone is a ground for killing and being killed. Sending that message is the contemporary form of the declaration of war. Perception of the message turns the victim into the sacrificial body of the state, and the terrorist into the enemy. The terrorist attack, thus, falls easily within the imaginative metaphysics of popular sovereignty. It produces a form of democratic suffering that makes little contact with the formal distinction of combatants from non-combatants. The corporate character of the victim creates the politics of memorialization that played out after 9/11: 'We are all New Yorkers. ' Arguably, a similar construction of corporate subjectivity is at stake in the imagination of the terrorist. This helps us to understand why the paradigmatic terrorist act is the assault by a 'suicide bomber'. Suicide is always an act beyond law's reach. It resists the legal forms of individual responsibility and criminality. 67 Of course, the line between suicide and sacrifice is so thin as to be no line at all. For example, an act of suicide set off the recent Tunisian revolution. That act will be remembered as a sacrifice.
Characterizing the terrorist's act as suicide rather than sacrifice is itself a way of trying to control its meaning. It amounts to a refusal to see corporate agency in the other, and that denial is itself a violent political act. In part, this is an expression of power -an effort to reduce political agency to crime. Equally important may be the religious character of corporate agency at work here. The liberal state begins, after all, with the vanquishing of the corporate presence of the Church as a political actor. Religion is, in the West, necessarily a matter of individual faith. Accordingly, if the attack is motivated by religious belief, the actor must be an individual. He is a criminal, not an enemy. With this, we confront a basic paradox of liberalism: to respect individual autonomy can equally be to deny political agency. 68 We are left, therefore, with a profoundly ambiguous situation. The terrorist acts in the space and time of the enemy; he is resisted by the corporate agency of the nation. Nevertheless, we construct his agency as that of an individual: suicide, not sacrifice. We resist construction of a corporate enemy, even as we construct a corporate subject as the victim. Sometimes, we try to capture the collective nature of terrorism with the legal idea of conspiracy. 69 We construct a group effort -that of Al Qaeda, for example -but not a corporate subject. We are left wondering if we can be at war with a criminal. This asymmetry leads to another.
The Ethos of Killing: Symmetrical or Asymmetrical?
Of all the things that organized communities do, going to war is surely the most difficult to understand. Familiarity does not make the task of understanding any easier. War depends upon a willingness of individuals to imagine themselves performing the two most difficult acts: killing and being killed. 70 The close and intimate relationship between these two acts suggests that we should think of warfare as reciprocal acts of self-sacrifice. 71 Each side believes it must kill, just as each is willing to die. Figuratively, it is the willingness to die that creates the licence to kill; formally, the reciprocity of threat grounds the doctrine of the combatant's privilege; politically, every war is justified as one of self-defence on both sides.
The internal ethos of modern warfare arises out of the imagined reciprocal imposition of sacrificial risk. 72 Where reciprocity ends, humanitarian concerns arise. Thus, under IHL, combatants can surrender. Similarly, they are protected when they find themselves 'hors de combat' -for example, from injury or shipwreck. Of course, the normative idea of reciprocity is only a rough approximation, for it is not the actual threat of the particular combatant that matters. A cook behind the lines may be targeted in the same way as an infantryman on the battlefield. The reciprocity of threat cannot detach itself entirely from the idea of corporate subjectivity. 73 The ethos of reciprocity operates independently of the ends of war: jus in bello is independent of jus ad bellum. The justice or injustice of the political ends of war does not tell us who can kill or be killed. War has been imagined, instead, as an existential condition. A state will defend itself; it does not first ask whether it is worth defending. Indeed, once war begins -regardless of the reasons for its beginning -it may rapidly become a war of self-defence. Because every war can tend toward the extreme issue 69 We encounter a similar problem in the international criminal law context, which has developed a doctrine of command responsibility or hierarchical accountability to hold individuals responsible for mass atrocities. See of life and death for the state, every war can tend towards a limitless use of force. The modern project of IHL can be understood as an effort to moderate the existential impulse to transgress every limit. 74 The ethos of reciprocity is given formal expression in IHL's rule that those who expose themselves to a reciprocal risk of injury are legally protected for their own acts of violence. The basic norm here builds on the practice of the duel. Consent is constructed through the reciprocal exposure to each other's act of intentional violence. This ethical norm of reciprocity, however, runs considerably deeper than IHL's formal expression of its limits. Thus, a person who targets the military may fall outside IHL's protection by failing to wear a uniform, but he is in a different ethical position from the person who targets civilians in order to avoid risk. We are often not sure whether to call the former a terrorist. 75 At war's end, he may be entitled to the respect of an adversary.
What is rarely acknowledged is that the contemporary suicide bomber acts within a similar ethos of reciprocity. Of course, he does not act within the range of the combatant's privilege set forth in IHL, for his idea of the enemy is not limited by the formal character of combatants. Nevertheless, he too acts out the basic idea that it is the willingness to die that creates the licence to kill. His act is the site of a reciprocal exchange of life for life. This is one ground of his effectiveness: he insists that he is the enemy, not a criminal. If war ends with surrender, the suicide bomber forecloses that possibility. We might think of his act as one of self-memorialization.
This ethos of reciprocal sacrifice always stands in tension with the tactics of warfare. Tactically, each side seeks to transcend any effective reciprocity in the application of force. Wars cease when one side stands in an insurmountable, asymmetrical relationship to the other. At that point, the victor can inflict injury without suffering a symmetrical threat. War proceeds tactically as an effort to create and exploit such asymmetries. In the absence of any possibility of creating such an asymmetry, wars do not begin. We describe this as a balance of power. Similarly, if the asymmetry is clear and overwhelming from the start, wars do not begin. We call this hegemony. Wars occupy the middle range of uncertain tactical success. There, we find an ethos of reciprocity, bounded by the struggle to achieve asymmetry.
The struggle for asymmetrical advantage gives us one way to think about the re volution in military affairs in the latter part of the 20th century. It signalled a shift from quantity to quality. The immediate post-war period had been characterized by dramatic, quantitative increases in the destructive power of armaments. This was most evident in the rise of nuclear and then thermonuclear weapons. The ability of these weapons to achieve an insurmountable asymmetry, in at least some circumstances, had been demonstrated at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The use of nuclear weapons ended the war without any further, significant loss of American lives. Those 74 Clausewitz theorized the tendency of force to move to an extreme, but did not think law could be much of a moderating force: C. Clausewitz, On War (trans. J.J. Graham, 2009), at 13-15. 75 Examples of this ambiguity abound, such as spies, members of the French Resistance during World War II, and the military wing of the African National Congress in South Africa.
at New York University School of Law on April 30, 2013 http://ejil.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from circumstances, however, were not capable of repetition once the Soviet Union became a nuclear power. Increasing the destructive power of these weapons did not make them more useful. Arguably, it made them useless for anything other than deterrence. 76 One response to the reappearance of symmetry -the balance of power -might have been simply to turn away from the possibility of military engagement: deterrence all the way down. This was not the response of the United States. It sought instead a qualitative advantage where quantitative advantage was no longer possible. This required advances in weapons design, delivery accuracy, and useful intelligence. Dramatic improvements in targeting capacities brought about the possibility of shifting focus from population centres to defence installations. In some bizarre way, the end was to make war safe again -that is, safe enough to be an imaginable practice.
Qualitative improvements in the latter part of the 20th century were so dramatic that they outpaced any need to continue to link them to nuclear weapons, although thousands of tactical nuclear weapons were produced and deployed. 77 Indeed, the promise was that quality could effectively displace quantity: nuclear destruction would no longer be necessary. These new, smart weapons were expensive; this arms race was not for everyone. By the start of the millennium, the defence budget of the United States amounted to nearly half of all global expenditures on defence. 78 Contemporary forms of political violence are demonstrating the nature of tactical competition for asymmetry in light of the revolution in military technology. We see again an ethos of reciprocity within a competitive search for asymmetries. Each side understands the confrontation as one of killing and being killed; each pursues its own form of asymmetrical advantage. The terrorist seeks a vivid asymmetry by asserting a capacity to threaten anyone, at any place, and at any time. He claims the tactical advantages of invisibility, fluidity, and surprise against what appear as the slow-moving, vulnerable institutions of the modern state. Appearing as if from nowhere, the suicide bomber is a low-tech response to a modern military. The tactical asymmetry achieved by the terrorist has been met by the high-tech war of the West. The effort of the United States has been first to secure the border and then to accomplish a kind of regime of disappearance. In response to the threatened spectacle of sacrifice, the would-be terrorist is simply to be eliminated out of view of any public. This is the contemporary form of the arms race.
A war is not a duel with ground rules that equalize the parties. We do not handicap to create the conditions of fairness. Nevertheless, an innovation, technological or otherwise, that promises riskless warfare threatens the ethos of reciprocity. 79 An insurmountable tactical asymmetry takes us beyond the ethos of warfare. 80 When one side is in a position to enforce a set of norms against the other, the relevant questions become those of the justice of the norms and the fairness of the process of application. Jus in bello requires a bellum. Without that, we have moved from the ethos of warfare to that of law enforcement. This is not just a question of what third parties will expect, but of what we demand of ourselves as the imagination of the threat changes form. The combatant and the police officer operate under entirely different self-conceptions and within entirely different normative frameworks. The ethos of policing is perfected when it achieves asymmetry. The criminal has no right to use force against those seeking to enforce the law. He cannot legally defend himself against the police. Similarly, policing is risky, but it is not a practice of sacrifice. If the risk is too great, a police officer can withdraw. He can even resign. He acts, moreover, under a strict rule of discrimination; we do not speak of acceptable collateral damage with respect to policing. Law enforcement targets the wrongdoer and him alone. The corporate body makes no appearance on either side. Blackstone's formulation of the norm of criminal-law procedure, '[b]etter that ten guilty persons escape than that one innocent suffer', is not the rule of proportionality governing collateral damage at war.
Paradoxically, the safer the nation becomes the more the ethos of law enforcement will be deployed to measure the use of force against those who threaten violence. There will be suspicions of racism in the selection of targets. There will be worries about the ideological biases of our own government. Similarly, worries will arise concerning procedural protections to insure against errors. As the law enforcement model prevails, collateral damage will become unacceptable. All of these responses are now visible in our debates over the conduct of the war on terror. The louder these voices become, the more difficult it will be to claim that the war on terror is a war.
Drones at War?
What I have described should be thoroughly familiar, at least to an American reader. I have not attempted to discover something hidden, but rather to expose the character of the social imaginary. That imaginary exists only in and through its public constructions. It is quite literally all around us: in political rhetoric, in news accounts, in historical narratives, in films, and on television. Given the scope of this article, my description unavoidably works at a very high level of generalization. Imaginative construction is not technical production; variation and contestation are constant. Nevertheless, interpretive disagreement is possible only within a shared universe of 79 See Kahn, supra note 72. 80 Of course, a technological innovation cannot be judged in the abstract. A vehicle for long distance delivery of ordinance can operate without risk when viewed in isolation. This is the ordinary sort of tactical asymmetry that each side seeks to achieve. It is also the sort to which terrorism offers the reciprocal response.
at New York University School of Law on April 30, 2013 http://ejil.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from meaning. I have offered a sketch of the central elements of the universe of political violence. The exception, I have argued, is no less a construction of the imagination than the normal. It is marked not by the absence of order, but by a different order. Each element of that order is set in opposition to an element in the construction of the normal. Not property, but territory; not progress, but presence; not the individual, but the corporate subject; not enforcement of a norm, but a reciprocity of killing and being killed. Out of these imagined doubles, we construct law and sovereignty which, in the field of political violence, brings us the criminal and the enemy.
The threat of the enemy is to sovereign existence, not to law. Conversely, the criminal violates the law, but does not pose an existential threat. The threat of the enemy begins with a fear of a cross-border penetration. It calls forth a sacrificial response. Sacrifice is not just a means to an end, but a making present of the popular sovereign. Enemies appear to each other as corporate agents making existential claims. Each expresses the necessity of its own existence, while attempting to negate the other. Out of this confrontation comes an ethos of reciprocity, along with tactics of asymmetrical advantage.
This imaginative construction of the forms of political violence allows us to gain some clarity on the debates over the contemporary war on terror. Illustrative of those debates is the current controversy over the use of drones, increasingly the weapon of choice in the war on terror. This choice has been deeply criticized in a report by a UN Special Rapporteur. 81 It has also been the subject of domestic controversy. 82 Both domestic and international critics describe the policy choice as a practice of 'extrajudicial killings'. Of course, war itself is a practice of extrajudicial killings. The deepest issue, then, is whether a war on terror remains a war once the drone becomes 'the only game in town'. 83 We cannot settle that issue by appealing to the categories of law, for the role of law is exactly what is contested. The issue is one of how the imagination frames political violence. The categories I have described, while not a checklist, can guide the analysis. Begin with the idea of a cross-border penetration. Certainly, the contemporary war on terror starts from such an act of penetration. Just as certainly, there remains a fear of renewed penetration, as anyone who approaches the border understands. Nevertheless, use of the drone is difficult to map onto that fear. Claims that the drone protects the border by 'taking the war to the terrorist' are not easy to sustain in the absence of a visible threat. These, however, are exactly the claims that must be made, just as they were made with respect to alleged Iraqi weapons of mass destruction. 84 The problem could be met by looking to the geography of the battlefield -for example in Afghanistan. That bordered space stands as a sort of microcosm to the larger territory of the nation. Marked by the presence of the flag, it temporarily becomes the space calling forth sacrifice against the possibility of penetration. 85 But the territorial problem simply reappears here as a controversy over the use of the drone outside the space of the battlefield.
Similarly, the drone is not easily placed within the temporal narrative of the exception, although this cycle of political violence begins with the extraordinary temporality of 9/11 -a date already deeply memorialized in the narrative of popular sovereignty. At the moment of the drone's use, however, can we see the reappearance of the popular sovereign? Indeed, apart from the victim, is there anyone there at all? Will this act be remembered, let alone memorialized? Quite the opposite. The drone kills silently, with no announcement or public visibility. Deniability is more important than responsibility. Its operator has the anonymity not of the faceless soldier who does his duty in an act of faith, but of the faceless bureaucrat who could be anyone. No one believes that the drone operator should be memorialized in the equivalent of the tomb of the unknown soldier. 86 The story is the same when we turn to corporate agency. There is little doubt that the assault of 9/11 was experienced as an assault on the corporate subject that is the popular sovereign. The response immediately invoked sacrifice against an enemy. The corporate agency of this enemy, however, was never fully constructed. Countries were invaded, but neither Afghanistan nor Iraq was the enemy -let alone Yemen or Pakistan. Claims of the corporate character of the agency of radical Islam were deliberately avoided. 87 We find similar difficulties when we consider the ethos of reciprocity that characterizes traditional warfare. Our new forms of surveillance and attack respond to the asymmetry created by the suicide bomber who attacks civilian targets. Replacing the human with the technological, we too have claimed the capacity to target anyone, anywhere, and at any time. Through new forms of intelligence gathering, we seek an omniscient, artificial intelligence that can be used to target in real time. Ideally, the drone denies the terrorist access to public acknowledgment of his death as a sacrifice. The technological promise of the drone is that of an insurmountable asymmetrical advantage. To believe in this promise of asymmetry is to move beyond warfare. This is just what we have been seeing, as the deployment of drones is held to a standard of no collateral damage and no false positives. These are not the measures of warfare, but of law.
We simply lose our bearings in the mismatch between national suffering and response. When we focus on the experience of actual attacks and the continued threat of attack across the border, we respond as if to an enemy. When we deny corporate agency and target identifiable subjects far from the border without exposing ourselves to a reciprocal risk, we respond as if to a criminal. We want to know what the target did to deserve this fate of an extrajudicial killing. That is a question asked of the criminal, not the enemy. We can apply IHL, making arguments about proportionality, discrimination, and necessity. 88 But these arguments sound self-serving or beside the point, for the regime of IHL assumes a faceless combatant. It is a regime that polices the boundaries of corporate agency, just what is denied here. IHL has, for this reason, traditionally had a problem with targeted assassinations. 89 To send the assassin borders on perfidy. Uncomfortable with IHL, we see efforts to make the administrative process of target selection more robust. 90 This is a miming of criminal procedure, but without taking on its full burden.
As a nation, after 9/11, we longed for war: we imagined ourselves going to war. Yet, the methods of response have taken us to a point no longer recognizable as warfare. International lawyers will argue that where the law of armed conflict does not apply, that of human rights does. We have, on this view, only two choices: enemy or criminal. We send the army or the police. Each comes with its own legal regime. That, however, cannot be the end of the matter. Consider the drone operator, who is incapable of fully occupying either world. He kills but he does not live with the risk of sacrifice. He is likely not to be in military uniform, but he is not a law enforcement officer. He is not subject to the supervision of the courts; he does not participate in a criminal legal process. The drone operator is neither combatant not law enforcer, yet he is a fact around which our norms are going to have to organize themselves -not the other way around. His ambiguous status is the reverse image of that of the terrorist who is neither criminal nor enemy.
There has been some suggestion that we look to the early modern idea of the pirate to understand this in-between state. 91 Pirate and terrorist both occupy a sort of lawless space beyond the border. For the pirate, this was the sea; for the terrorist, it is the territory of failed states. 92 Like the pirate, we might describe the terrorist as 'the enemy of mankind'. This, however, was never more than metaphor, for the enemy of all is not the actual enemy of anyone. The metaphor signified only that the pirate was without 88 See Koh, supra note 3; Vogel, supra note 2. 89 92 We cannot imagine the use of a drone in a successful state, for the drone poses exactly the problem of border penetration that always arises when an act of self-defence crosses a border: it is also an act of aggression against the target state. legal rights. 93 He certainly did not step into the place of the enemy state. No declaration of war was required to kill him; the law of armed conflict did not apply. He could be killed, but he was neither criminal nor enemy.
In an era when international legal rights ran only to states, the pirate was easily understood as a person abandoned by his state to the violence of others. He had no more claim of right than the indigenous peoples found, but not recognized, on terra nullius. The pirate remained essentially in the state of nature, subject to whoever had the power to eliminate him. 94 In our era, the idea of a person left without rights because his state has abandoned him is not easily expressed. It is incompatible with international human rights, which do attach directly to the individual. Thus, actual pirates are brought to trial, even as terrorists are killed.
Under a legal order of human rights, there is no longer to be a rights free zone in which states can render pirates, refugees, and the ethnically cleansed non-entities at law. That concept of a subject without rights helped to produce the worst abuses of the 20th century; it is the idea against which the human rights movement has been directed. Can we reopen that lawless space for the terrorist? Surely not on the basis of a metaphor alone.
It is not the metaphor, however, but the conflict between two imaginative constructions that are both necessary, but cannot be simultaneously acknowledged, that will continue to produce the need for a conception of a subject who is without rights. This is exactly what is at stake conceptually in the administration of deadly force through the deployment of drones. Criminal or enemy? Law or sovereignty? We simply cannot resolve the question of where the terrorist belongs. We are left then at precisely the hardest issue: can we construct the rightless terrorist, who is neither criminal nor enemy? Would such a construction be a step back to the world we had before the advent of human rights or would it be a first step into a post-human rights world?
Conclusion
There is a banal question that the United States often faces with respect to military deployments around the world. Who, we are asked, made you the world's policeman?
The answer is no one. Communities should be free to make their law for themselves and to struggle with issues of enforcement. The history of nations is not a story of progress, but of struggle. If we believe that national politics is of value, then it is their struggle to win or to lose.
We are remarkably obtuse to the lessons of our own history, if we fail to recognize this. What if Britain, prior to the Civil War, had invaded the United States in order to end the practice of slavery? Despite the justice of that end, would not the nation have united in resistance? Justice is a matter of law, but invasion is a matter of sovereignty. As I argued above, every war, regardless of its immediate ends, tends to become one of self-defence. Of course, as with any principle, there are exceptions. Nevertheless, our own practices suggest how narrow they are. 95 Acknowledging that we are not the world's policeman, however, does not answer the question whether we can or should deploy violence abroad. The United States has been more than willing to go to war against its enemies. Indeed, America has been at war or preparing for war for most of the last 100 years. War is not to be explained in terms of justice -the end of law -but in terms of existence. It is the response to the perception of an existential challenge to the popular sovereign. As long as such threats are imagined, war will shape our politics.
War and law enforcement are not just formal categories. They refer to structures of the political imaginary before they refer to formal norms. I have tried to delineate the basic categories through which this framing takes place: the aesthetics of war, the subjectivity of the combatant, and the ethos of battle. Together, these elements produce a picture of what war is, what it is about, and what sort of rules should govern it. Today, however, we are in an uncertain time. The old pattern of war between sovereign states is breaking apart in the face of new threats. The different elements no longer exist in relationships of mutual support.
Political violence is no longer between states with roughly symmetrical capacities to injure each other; violence no longer occurs on a battlefield between masses of uniformed combatants; and those involved no longer seem morally innocent. The drone is both a symbol and a part of the dynamic destruction of what had been a stable imaginative structure. It captures all of these changes: the engagement occurs in a normalized time and space, the enemy is not a state, the target is not innocent, and there is no reciprocity of risk. We can call this situation 'war', but it is no longer clear exactly what that means.
The use of drones signals a zone of exception to law that cannot claim the sovereign warrant. It represents statecraft as the administration of death. Neither warfare nor law enforcement, this new form of violence is best thought of as the high-tech form of a regime of disappearance. States have always had reasons to eliminate those who pose a threat. In some cases, the victims doubtlessly got what they deserved. There has always been a fascination with these secret acts of state, but they do not figure in the publicly celebrated narrative of the state. Neither Clausewitz nor Kant, but Machiavelli is our guide in this new war on terror.
If terrorism is with us to stay -and it looks as if it is -we are going to have to move beyond criminal or enemy. One way to move beyond these categories is simply to stay in the zone of indistinction in which we currently find ourselves. This is a zone in which our responsive act cannot be given voice. The other way forward is to attempt to organize the application of violence around forms of administrative rationality. This is something we have been reluctant to do, given the history of administrative death in the 20th century. But perhaps, step by step, we are working ourselves free of that legacy. If so, the age of human rights may already be passing. History has a way of resisting every claim to have arrived at the 'last utopia'. 96 
